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it would only be 39.99 per bottle so that means you are gonna buy three and get three
free. OK when you multiply 39.99 you don’t get 239.99, you get $119.96. So……what they
were really saying was $39.99 per bottle with three free which is a complete Bait and
Switch! was misinformed by this seller and I absolutely DID NOT want the product for
that amt of money!



This website is designed to mislead you every step of the way. I can’t believe I fell for it.
It appears you are choosing to purchase a bottle of cbd gummies (the world’s most
powerful cbd gummies- HA!) for $39.99. I thought that one trial bottle seemed worth a
chance. I was horrified when I saw a charge for $239.99 instead. I also did not receive
product for over a week, maybe two. Having figured it was a scam I was surprised to
receive product, but what a disappointment. The ingredients are basically sugar. They
don’t look anything like the product shown on the website. When I finally was able to
reach a person via phone, I was told they do not accept returns, have no return policy
and I could receive a 50% refund. The website CLEARLY SAYS 30 DAYS IF NOT HAPPY.

THE PAGE I WAS SCAMMED FROM:
https://secure.getactivgenix.com/cbd/v1/mobile/?AFFID=DX&c1=216365&c2=d-m-1-16-android
&c3=223014296

lINKINDin PAGE:
https://www.linkedin.com/events/activgenixcbdgummiesofficialpag715528803382562
8160/about/
EMAIL ADDRESS: care@activgenix.com
PINTEREST: https://in.pinterest.com/activgenixcbdgummiescost/

RELATED SITES:

facebook.com/people/Activgenix-CBD-Gummies/61556070201844/

https://www.facebook.com/ActivgenixCBDGummiesCost/

➧➧⇒ 𝐎𝐅𝐅𝐈𝐂𝐈𝐀𝐋 𝐏𝐀𝐆𝐄𝐒➧➧

https://activgenixcbdgummiescost.blogspot.com/2024/01/activgenix-cbd-gummies-is-it-100.html

https://topcbdsupplementnews.blogspot.com/2024/01/activgenix-cbd-gummies-legit-or-scam.html

Activgenix CBD Gummies are one of the most remarkable medicinal breakthroughs of all time; they
are a tried-and-true solution for a variety of health problems and help us get back to our maximum
health. In today's anxious society, it can be challenging to take care of one's health and wellbeing.
Health problems are on the rise, and stress is pervasive. Introducing Activgenix CBD Gummies, the
industry leader in CBD gummies and an instant hit with consumers. This outstanding product has
prompted us to compose an in-depth evaluation. This cutting-edge remedy is replete with premium
components and derived from hemp plant extracts.
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Some have asserted that "health is the state of total harmony in the mind, body, and soul."
Maintaining a state of complete mental, emotional, and physical health is of the utmost importance.
Activgenix CBD Gummies are the ideal option since they provide all these advantages in just one
container. The use of organically cultivated hemp extract in its production gives it its distinctive
flavor and ensures its superior quality and effectiveness. There are several benefits to this
substance, and it is quite remarkable. Peruse on for more information about these advantages.

➥ (Sale Is Live)→>> CLICK HERE TO GET BOTTLE➥ CLAIM HERE@!
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https://soundcloud.com/activgenixcbdgummiescost/activgenix-cbd-gummies

https://soundcloud.com/activgenixcbdgummiescost/activgenix-cbd-gummies-reviews
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